
 

 

 

 
VINYL FENCEVINYL FENCEVINYL FENCEVINYL FENCE    
STIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERS    

POST STIFFENERSPOST STIFFENERSPOST STIFFENERSPOST STIFFENERS    
RAIL STIFFENERSRAIL STIFFENERSRAIL STIFFENERSRAIL STIFFENERS    
    “PPPP”    STIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERS    
“JJJJ”    STIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERSSTIFFENERS    

PRIVACY FENCE STIFFENERSPRIVACY FENCE STIFFENERSPRIVACY FENCE STIFFENERSPRIVACY FENCE STIFFENERS    

                
----    These are These are These are These are “OPEN DIESOPEN DIESOPEN DIESOPEN DIES”    for production runsfor production runsfor production runsfor production runs    onlyonlyonlyonly, we do , we do , we do , we do NOTNOTNOTNOT    stock stock stock stock 
finished extrusions finished extrusions finished extrusions finished extrusions ((((NO SAMPLES AVAILABLENO SAMPLES AVAILABLENO SAMPLES AVAILABLENO SAMPLES AVAILABLE).).).).    

    

----    Orders of any size willOrders of any size willOrders of any size willOrders of any size will    be accepted, but may be subjectbe accepted, but may be subjectbe accepted, but may be subjectbe accepted, but may be subject    to a to a to a to a 
Press Setup fee if below 1,0Press Setup fee if below 1,0Press Setup fee if below 1,0Press Setup fee if below 1,000 LB.00 LB.00 LB.00 LB.    

    

----    6063 alloy is typically extruded, but 60056063 alloy is typically extruded, but 60056063 alloy is typically extruded, but 60056063 alloy is typically extruded, but 6005AAAA    (6061 alternative) (6061 alternative) (6061 alternative) (6061 alternative) 
can be available upon request.can be available upon request.can be available upon request.can be available upon request.    

    

----    Custom lengths, Powder Coat finishes and Anodizing are also Custom lengths, Powder Coat finishes and Anodizing are also Custom lengths, Powder Coat finishes and Anodizing are also Custom lengths, Powder Coat finishes and Anodizing are also 
available.available.available.available.    

    

----    Standard Standard Standard Standard Aluminum Association tolerances apply.Aluminum Association tolerances apply.Aluminum Association tolerances apply.Aluminum Association tolerances apply.    

    
TYPICAL LEADTYPICAL LEADTYPICAL LEADTYPICAL LEAD----TIMES BELOW:TIMES BELOW:TIMES BELOW:TIMES BELOW:    

    

Mill FinishMill FinishMill FinishMill Finish    => => => => 3333----4444    weeks or lessweeks or lessweeks or lessweeks or less    
    

Standard PaintStandard PaintStandard PaintStandard Paint    => 4=> 4=> 4=> 4----5555    weeksweeksweeksweeks    
    

Anodize/Anodize/Anodize/Anodize/  Custom PaintCustom PaintCustom PaintCustom Paint    => => => => 5555----6666    weeksweeksweeksweeks    






